Disruption for development

BERTHA CENTRE CELEBRATES ITS FIRST FIVE YEARS
10,000 employers trust us with their employee benefits.

We don’t know what keeps your employees up at night. We don’t know whether it’s worrying about the future, or their finances. But we do know that lost productivity due to sleepless nights can cost your company up to R46,000 per employee.

That’s why we give your employees real support, and peace of mind, with comprehensive benefits like Trauma Counselling, Retirement, and Life Cover. It’s why more employers trust us with their employee benefits than any other.

To give your bottom line the Liberty Corporate Advantage, speak to your Financial Adviser, visit liberty.co.za, or call us on 011 408 2999.

The Advantage of Knowing
There is no shortage of evidence that the old ways are failing us. From climate breakdown to social upheaval, we are daily confronted with the limitations of our existing systems. More and more people around the world are recognising that something needs to change. And at the GSB, the team at the Bertha Centre has been at the forefront of positioning the GSB as part of a new wave of questioning, thinking and action to disrupt existing systems and realise new possibilities.

The centre recently celebrated its 5th birthday, so this issue is largely given over to documenting some of the highlights of its journey. This includes being recognised by the Bridgespan Group as one of the top five centres globally doing pioneering work in the realm of social impact education.

The centre was benchmarked alongside business school heavyweights including the Social Enterprise Initiative at Harvard Business School and the Said Centre for Social Entrepreneurship at the University of Oxford’s Said Business School. Notably, it was the only emerging market business school to be featured and also the youngest of the centres that are engaged in this critical work.

The Bertha Centre’s goal is to advance the discourse and systemic impact of social innovation by building capacity and pioneering practice in Africa. It has infused social impact into the core of the business school curriculum based on the conviction that future leaders need to create economic, social and environmental value for an inclusive, sustainable country and continent.

You will read much about their work on the pages that follow. I would like to draw your attention in particular to the overview on pages 12-15 and the feature by the centre’s director Dr François Bonnici (pages 16-17) on why social impact educators need to disrupt their own systems. The feature by Cynthia Schweer Rayner on page 18-20 on the rise of systems entrepreneurs also does much to highlight some of the central tenets of the centre.

A key part of the work of the Bertha Centre has been around giving candidates access to top-level business degrees through the Bertha Scholarship Fund and by so doing, to change the kind of student that comes to business school. On the back page we feature one of these Bertha Scholars, Micah Shako, who is now doing impressive work in East Africa to bring about social transformation.

His story aptly sums up what all of this is about the transformation of our continent and our world – for the better – and the freedom to think differently and speak openly about the change that we all want.

Jane Natten, Editor

CONTRIBUTORS

Francois Bonnici is the co-founder and director of the Bertha Centre for Social Innovation and Entrepreneurship at the GSB. He trained as a medical doctor at Oxford’s Said Business School and is a Master’s in Global Leadership conferred by the World Economic Forum.

Stephanie Giamporcaro is a lead researcher and director of the Africa Investing for Impact Barometer, an annual publication that offers a snapshot of the investment for impact market in Africa.

Michael Mogabe is a PhD graduate of the GSB and the CEO of Eden Forestry Company Limited. His PhD research on supply chains in the Ugandan sugarcane industry is making a major contribution to policy formulation in that country, especially with respect to the Uganda Sugar Bill 2016, which is currently before Parliament.

Fatima Hamdulay is a senior lecturer in operations management at the GSB. Her passion lies in human capital issues and organisational transformation. Her work with MBA student Himanhu Vivian on the successful turnaround at K-Way won top honours at the annual Emerald/Association of African Business Schools (AABS) Case Study Competition.

Alexia English is an editor at Mkateko Media. She has 17 years’ experience in the media industry, including newspaper reporting, internal communications and magazine publishing, and is now the Senior Editor of The Big Issue magazine – Cape Town, as well as the MyTime newspaper.

Richard Chiveka is an associate professor of business strategy and supply chain management at the GSB and founding director of Spark Health, an innovation mentoring and team transformation programme that strengthens health systems through culture change, with a strong focus on transformational leadership.

Cynthia Schweer Rayner is a senior researcher and lecturer of social entrepreneurship and systems change at the Bertha Centre for Social Innovation and Entrepreneurship.
The Barclays ABSA Career Compliance Academy, an initiative by Barclays Africa, combines the knowledge and expertise of three different service providers. As the chosen business school partner for this initiative, the GSB provides a customised Postgraduate Diploma in Management Compliance (PGDip) specialising in regulatory compliance.

Rayner Canning, Director of Business Development at the GSB highlights that this programme is a real feather in the School’s cap. “Previously, Barclays PLC (UK) had partnered with Cambridge Judge Business School (part of Cambridge University) to deliver a similar programme. Thus, having been selected to pioneer a more African-focused programme for pan-African ABSA, the GSB is clearly proud of. We also expect to see a strong collaboration between GSB Faculty member Dr Elianca Shelley and UCT’s Faculty of Law experts to create this unique programme.”

“Working on the construction of a state-of-the-art academic conference centre on the GSB campus is something that greatly enhance the school’s ability to convene thought leadership conferences and host sizeable international delegates.”

The GSB’s Business Development team recently launched a customised Postgraduate Diploma in Management Compliance for the Barclays ABSA Career Compliance Academy. The project represents a huge step forward in professionalising compliance as a discipline. As a pan-African initiative, it also demonstrates the GSB’s increasing relevance in Africa.

“The limited scale of existing facilities has hampered our ability to host large events focussed on research and academic themes.” explains Rayner Canning, Director of the GSB Business Development Unit. “The constraints presented by the more than 100 year-old heritage site mean that existing facilities are unable to cope with the increasing need for large events focused on research and academic themes.”

Work has started on the construction of a state-of-the-art academic conference centre on the GSB campus, which will greatly enhance the school’s ability to convene thought leadership conferences and host sizeable international delegates.

The centre will be positioned on campus between the main academic block and the Stone House. It is planned to be operational by the end of the first quarter 2019, he says.

“Long-awaited GSB Academic Conference Centre takes shape.”

Denis Naude, Business Development at the GSB was involved in the development of the programme. He explains, “Career compliance in this instance is specific to banking, and the Academy combines the GSB’s customised PGDips with workshops on compliance by Duke University and a module on financial crime run by Deloitte. The key motivation of the Academy is to integrate knowledge on regulatory compliance. It is part of work.

In the design of the programme, we changed 50% of the content of the diploma to focus on regulatory compliance. It is important to note that everything that applies to a graduate diploma is applicable to this programme, and a certain amount of experience to apply and qualify for the programme. It is seen as additional within Barclays to attain this diploma.

The overall objective of the PGDip is to provide a consistent practice in regulatory compliance for compliance officers. "Compliance officers have different/qualifications and come from different backgrounds, such as legal, commerce, or specialised product fields. But everyone who works in compliance focuses on the same thing, and the PGDips aim to consolidate and standardise knowledge and introduce a new platform in compliance best practice. It will raise the benchmark of skill and practice in compliance,” says Naude. Furthermore, the course is designed to take banking to the next level by including blockchain, cryptocurrency and fintech innovations. Barclays wanted to focus on postgraduate diploma aligned to what it deems as a three-year and a certain amount of experience to apply and qualify for the programme. It is seen as additional within Barclays to attain this diploma.

The first cohort of 30 professionals from the Barclays ABSA Africa Group started their journey with GSB in August 2018. “What is spectacular about this programme,” says Naude, “is that it is a pan-African initiative. We have delegates from eight African countries attending.” Delegates will attend modules at the GSB in Cape Town as well as fieldwork modules elsewhere. The programme will run twice a year with an average of 30 delegates in each cohort, so the GSB will host 60 pan-African delegates a year for the next three years.

“The constraints presented by the more than 100 year-old heritage site mean that existing facilities are unable to cope with the increasing need for large events focused on research and academic themes.”
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With the fight against state capture gaining momentum, UCT Graduate School of Business professor Thapelo Moroka asks what the fight against state capture means for business.

In his new book, Mr Martin Walter, professor of management and leadership at the Martin Brest Institute of Entrepreneurship, said the fight against state capture means for business is to prevent capture, to prevent capture.

In the world of business, deciding is often held as being one of the great virtues of a good leader. But, argues Roger Martin, global thought leader and author, in rushing to make a decision, business leaders miss the opportunity to examine and find better options that may create more value for more stakeholders.

Speaking at the global launch of his new book – co-authored with Jennifer Riel – Creating Great Choices: A Leaders Guide to Integrative Thinking, Martin said when it comes to our hardest choices, it can seem as though making trade-offs is not possible. “But if we do, we choose. In those cases, rather than choosing the least worst option, we can use the models of front of us to create a new and better solution.”

Martin, who was in Cape Town as a guest of the UCT Graduate School of Business and The Hasse Institute of Design Thinking to deliver an exclusive two-day strategy masterclass, said this approach is integrative thinking. He believes it is a discipline that anyone can learn and apply to improve their ability to make greater strategic choices, rather than weak compromises.

Speaking at the book launch, director of the GSB Academic Professor Mills Soko, said the school is thrilled that Martin had chosen Cape Town to launch his new book. “The GSB was delighted to host Sir Martin, who is one of the most thought-provoking minds in business today,” he said.

Roger Martin launches latest book at GSB event

In September, Eberhard and Gordine launched a reference booklet that provides an independent, accessible and concise account of the alleged instances of governance failure and corruption at Eskom.

The booklet brings together information that was a political economy around the booklet which was a political economy around the booklet. Yes, our country. “What is the structure of our state, and how are we operating?”

Former finance minister Pravin Gordhan, who was the keynote speaker at the launch, said that there was a political economy around the booklet which was a political economy around the booklet. Yes, our country: “What is the structure of our state, and how are we operating?”

Former finance minister Pravin Gordhan, who was the keynote speaker at the launch, said that there was a political economy around the booklet which was a political economy around the booklet. Yes, our country: “What is the structure of our state, and how are we operating?”

The launch event was sponsored by the Harvard Business School Alumni Club of South Africa (HBSA), as well as the UCT’s Centre for Innovation Learning and Teaching (CILT) to develop online learning material that is free and accessible to anyone, anywhere in the world.

There is an estimated $2.5 trillion funding gap annually in reaching the United Nation’s SDGs and we are looking at how we can bridge that to contribute to those goals.

The Bertha Centre for Social Innovation and Entrepreneurship, a specialised centre at the UCT Graduate School of Business (GSB), launched a free Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) on Innovative Finance that seeks to engage individuals and organisations, who are passionate about tackling social issues, the financial tools to turn their plans into reality.

Innovative Finance has been identified as one of the key strategies towards meeting the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). The Bertha Centre was recently chosen by the United Nations Development Programme to represent UCT, as one of nine universities worldwide, to develop a research roadmap to better leverage private investment to finance the SDGs and the MOOC forms part of this work.

Aurine Patton Power, Innovative Finance Lead at the Bertha Centre and designer of the MOOC, explains that what makes this course unique is that it teaches a different way of looking at financing. “It starts with the outcome you want to achieve first, and then you design a financing strategy around that outcome.”

This is the second MOOC to come out of the Bertha Centre, as part of a wider UCT initiative driven by the Centre for Innovation Learning and Teaching (CILT) to develop online learning material that is free and accessible to anyone, anywhere in the world.

Last year the Bertha Centre launched the highly successful MOOC – Becoming a Champion for Social Innovation – which has had approximately 15,000 participants to date and was named as one of the top ten new MOOCs launched in 2016, as voted on by thousands of Class Central users.

There is an estimated $2.5 trillion funding gap annually in reaching the United Nation’s SDGs and we are looking at how we can bridge that to contribute to those goals.

The first MOOC focused on empowering individuals to act as social innovators,” says Frances Bunn, Director of the Bertha Centre. “This one is focused on innovative financing and essentially looks at financing Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).” There is an estimated $2.5 trillion funding gap annually in reaching the United Nation’s SDGs and we are looking at how we can bridge that to contribute to those goals.
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**APPOINTMENTS**

**FINDING OUT WHAT MAKES ALUMNI TICK**

**NEW ERA ON THE CARDS FOR GSB CAREERS**

Newly appointed GSB Alumni Relations Manager, Niven Maree, believes that researching alumni needs and expectations holds the key to building mutually beneficial and sustainable relationships. And that these form part of the GSB’s strategic vision to remain relevant and build a strong presence in Africa.

“Alumni relations, like any other relationship you value, should never be taken for granted,” says Maree. “Relationships need work: just as you need to nurture your relationship with your partner, your gran, your friends. That is how I view alumni relations.” He is excited that his new role will allow him to “really get involved, to understand and grow the GSB’s relationship with its key stakeholders.”

Maree has been actively involved in stakeholder relations in higher education for 13 years. He joins the GSB after seven years at the Cape Peninsula University of Technology (CPUT) as a senior fundraiser in the corporate, trust and foundations section. This involved strategic communication management, industry liaison and project management. Prior to that, he worked as a development manager in fundraising atUCT. He feels his most important task ahead will be “to find out what makes GSB alumni tick.” The beauty of this, he says, is that no one stakeholder group is the same. “Alumni are not a homogenous group. What works for someone who graduated in 1970 is not the same as someone graduating in 2017. Their needs and expectations are different, and they require a different approach.”

His vision is to ensure that the GSB’s strategy and relationship management remains relevant. “My hope is to build on the exceptional foundation laid by my predecessors, and to develop a deeper understanding of our stakeholders in order to provide a better service to them.”

Career advancement is the number one objective for the vast majority of students who enrol on a business programme and for most graduates, newly appointed Career Service Manager at the GSB, is determined to ensure that these ambitions become realities.

“My role is around engaging with diverse talent; providing a platform and opportunities for students to advance or change careers and equipping them with the tools to handle this life-changing experience most effectively,” she says.

Hayat, who was formerly the Global Talent Manager for Unilever London, brings to the position a wealth of local and global expertise, new perspectives and ideas.

“Talent management involves understanding that the process reaches well beyond recruitment and takes a long-term view on talent. It is not just about finding graduates in an organisation, but considering each individual and developing him or her to become an asset to the organisation by speaking to the strategic goals of that organisation,” she explains.

Hayat draws on an eclectic career path she qualified as a chef with the South African Chefs Academy before going on to achieve a BSc(Eng) in economics and organisational psychology and a postgraduate diploma in marketing management. She then entered the human resources division of Unilever South Africa where she immediately began to chalk up an impressive list of achievements paving the way for a position in Unilever UK where in 2016 she was recognised as the “Key Emerging Talent.”

At Unilever she developed a passion for talent and careers which led to her deciding that she wanted a diversion in her own career path to understand “the education side of careers.” So when she saw the role being advertised at the GSB she jumped at it.

This role forms part of the newly streamlined unit: the Department of Alumni Relations and Careers Services. According to Maree, who heads up the new department, the new structure is designed to improve the career support provided to students and alumni.

“The best part about my work, Maree feels, is that “ ivory-pink interaction with a stakeholder for me is a highlight. Also, it is a privilege to be associated with a world-class business school like the GSB. It is an honour and I want people to know that I am here to serve them.”
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Newly appointed GSB Alumni Relations Manager, Niven Maree, believes that researching alumni needs and expectations holds the key to building mutually beneficial and sustainable relationships. And that these form part of the GSB’s strategic vision to remain relevant and build a strong presence in Africa.
A LASTING AND SUSTAINABLE CHANGE IN SOCIAL FINANCE

The Impact Investing Project Manager at the GSB’s Bertha Centre, Bakang Moetse, is dedicated to innovative social finance which is inclusive and benefits communities and SMMEs.

The GSB’s Bertha Centre for Social Innovation and Entrepreneurship is well known for its work in innovative finance. As the new Impact Investing Project Manager Bakang Moetse works with the centre’s innovative finance team to promote inclusive business and finance models within the economy. She explains “working in the social finance space, we are finding innovative ways to incorporate a social impact lens into finance and investment decisions. Impact investing is about making business models that are more inclusive of everyone, communities and SMMEs, not just high net-worth individuals or wealthy capital owners.

“We also test and implement new financial instruments which are geared towards catalysing the investment into social impact sectors and increasing access to finance for early stage enterprises.”

Originally from Maun in Botswana, Moetse studied at UCT, completing her BCom degree in Management Studies specialising in Economics. She is currently working towards a level 2 of the CFA programme. She is also qualified as a Prince 2 project manager. In her new position, Moetse is excited to “engage and utilise everything I’ve learned in my studies about finance and economics to contribute to a system change in financial models, to make the economy more inclusive.”

Moetse finds the move from commercial banking to innovative and social finance to be a fulfilling one. She says, “Investment decisions shouldn’t be just about the bottom line. Working on financial inclusivity for me is beneficial and gratifying, knowing that the work we do is making a lasting and sustainable change.”

She’s not only bringing theory to the table, she has extensive working experience in commercial banking. Before joining the Bertha Centre, she worked as a product manager, a product analyst and a commercial banking analyst at Stanbic Bank in Botswana.

Moetse finds the move from commercial banking to innovative and social finance to be a fulfilling one. She says, “Investment decisions shouldn’t be just about the bottom line. Working on financial inclusivity for me is beneficial and gratifying, knowing that the work we do is making a lasting and sustainable change.”

Her vision is to keep promoting innovative financing in South Africa and scale it to other African countries. She stresses the importance of sharing knowledge and resources across the continent. Business and finance innovations need to take local communities into account, she says. “People living in those contexts are best placed to solve those problems.”

The best part of her job, she says “is being part of something that’s gaining traction, part of the momentum towards change”.

AN IDEALIST AT HEART

The Bertha Centre for Social Innovation and Entrepreneurship’s new Innovative Finance Project Coordinator Noluyolo Magazi is driven to find solutions for the social ills afflicting many South Africans.

Growing up in the Eastern Cape gave Magazi first-hand experience of the living conditions and the realities. For many South Africans are facing every day. Making a difference was the driving force behind her undergraduate studies in financial accounting and then starting the MCom in Development Finance at the UCT GSB. While on the GSB campus, she learned of the position at the Bertha Centre and was motivated to apply. “During my studies I took the Innovative Finance elective. This is where I was introduced to the concept of impact investing and the various tools and approaches where development finance can be utilised to mobilise private capital to fund social outcomes. Decisive action is needed to accelerate the pace of economic growth, pursue transformation and social justice with greater diligence and urgency than ever before!”

Since taking up the position, she facilitates research on impact investing and is actively involved in the development of the South African National Advisory Board on Impact Investing. She believes the centre is doing important work that can have positive outcomes for many communities.

She admits that she is an idealist who wants to help work towards a better future. “I dream of a world where people have equitable access to quality education and healthcare, where families don’t have to sacrifice meals because there is not enough money to put food on the table where children don’t have to choose between going to school and providing for their families and where there are equal opportunities for all.”

But her feet are also firmly on the ground. She previously worked at the Eastern Cape Provincial Treasury as a budget analyst and she knows exactly what challenges government faces. “Over the past four years government has been in a state of fiscal consolidation, containing the budget deficit and controlling the pace of debt accumulation. The public purse is further stretched as the growth in tax revenues has not kept pace with the level of service demanded. This is where innovative finance business models pioneered by the Bertha Centre can have a lot of impact on achieving effective service delivery outcomes. That excites me about my new position.”

YOU’VE SPENT YEARS WRITING YOUR SUCCESS STORY. NOW IT’S TIME TO SIGN ON THE DOTTED LINE.

At PPS we encourage leading professionals to continue realising their ambitions.

We provide excellence in financial, investment and insurance solutions to ensure graduate professionals have the freedom to focus on their goals and benefit from a Profit-Share Account that has no rival.

If you’re good enough to get in, why would you go anywhere else?
An ‘unlikely partnership’ between the UCT Graduate School of Business and the Bertha Foundation led to the establishment of the Bertha Centre for Social Innovation and Entrepreneurship in 2011. More than five years down the line, the centre is living up to its mandate to disrupt existing systems and realise new possibilities.

by Alicia English

The Bertha Centre for Social Innovation and Entrepreneurship is the first of its kind on the African continent. It was established in 2011 as a partnership between the University of Cape Town Graduate School of Business (UCT GSB) and the Bertha Foundation, a family foundation that supports inspiring leaders who are working to bring about social and economic justice and human rights for all.

The centre celebrated its fifth anniversary in 2016. In its first six years, it has become an integral part of the UCT GSB’s character. “It’s embedded in the identity of the business school, which is reflected by the offerings and curriculum of the school. The GSB offers the first MBA where you have to do social innovation as part of your course,” explains Segran Nair, Director for the Open Academic Programmes offered at the GSB.

The Bertha Centre brings many partners together, including non-profit organisations, the public sector and companies to focus on their collective social impact. In so doing, it has created platforms for diverse and robust dialogues and collaborative projects around social change and innovation.

“If we want any kind of social innovation, no single organisation can do that on its own. Every partner needs to be participating in the economy to bring about social change. It’s a question of how do we bring the resources of our partnerships to the mix to bring about that social change? We need to develop integrated thinking, regarding the process in which we build inclusive economies and better societies – that’s the process of social innovation,” says Bonnici.

The MTN Solution Space and Philippi Village sites are examples of some of the GSB platforms that are creating productive spaces for such generative conversations,” says Bonnici.
SOCIAL INNOVATION IN ACTION

The Bertha Centre has made many inroads into social innovation in the health, education, and finance sectors of South Africa. In 2015, it facilitated the development of the Groote Schuur Hospital Health Innovation Hub and Innovation Lab, which supports public health workers at the facility to become innovators themselves by unlocking their capacity to innovate and then creating a support system around these frontline leaders.

From this local work of identifying local health innovations, the Bertha Centre designed and led a global initiative with the World Health Organization (WHO) and the University of Oxford’s Skoll Centre to identify, recognize and support community-based innovations in delivering healthcare solutions in emerging economies. This has led to the establishment of four other social innovation in health hubs, in Mozambique, Malawi, the Philippines, and in London. These initiatives demonstrate our ability to work with partners to catalyze new ways of doing things, while doing action research,” says Bonnici.

In 2016, the centre partnered with Reconstructed Living Labs (RLLs), a local community-based social enterprise in Bridgetown to develop and introduce the GSB’s first free massive open online course or MOOC. The six-week Becoming a Changemaker: Becoming a Changemaker: Capitalizing on Innovation was funded through matching contributions from the Rockefeller Foundation and the Bahamas Council of Social Service Providers. It was developed in partnership with the University of the West Indies Cays and is available offline, which has enabled trainers to facilitate the course in community halls, schools and homes, in areas with limited access to technology.

“These partnerships with RLLs, we now have almost 15,000 people enrolled online in over 170 countries. That’s quite phenomenal,” says Bonnici.

The free course was listed as one of the Top 10 massive open online courses (MOOCs) globally in 2016.

Three years ago, the Bertha Centre started working with the provincial and national governments on financing social service delivery by focusing on results, through outcomes-based financing, or social impact bonds. It initiated the conversation through research for National Treasury and worked with many partners and investors to test and develop these mechanisms for incentivizing social outcomes. “We’re probably not going to see the results for several years, but there is sufficient interest in the market that National Treasury is running feasibility studies for a pilot that they can evaluate internally. That’s a massive achievement,” says Sue de Witt, former Bertha Scholar and now Senior Project Manager at the Bertha Centre.

EDUCATING FOR IMPACT

Closer to home, the Bertha Centre’s impact is evident in the opportunities granted to students of the UCT GSB through the scholarships the Centre funds annually. “At a student level, we have partnerships and engagements through our Social Innovation Lab, which has enabled students to get out of the classroom and into society partnering with organisations and companies that are seeking sustainable and innovative ways to create impact.

“The Bertha Scholarship, which is the bursary fund, we award to curious and active changemakers to come and do a degree here, is key to our work at the GSB. The scholarship intends to help them accelerate their own journey and give them access to a prestigious Master’s degree (MBA or MPhil), and to free them from the debt burden to make career choices based on pursuing their own purpose. The scholarship also allows us to bring a diversity of voices and backgrounds to the GSB student body.

“This has an impact on the school as a whole and not just on the individual because they’re in the classroom. Making these discussions (brought by Bertha Scholars and those interested in social good, rather than just good financial returns) which do not normally come to business school, brings an important heterogeneity of thinking experiences and perspectives,” says Bonnici.

But measuring the centre’s impact goes beyond tallying up the number of students and partners who have passed through its doors over the last six years.

“When talking about measuring our impact on our students, it’s about tracing it back to the students’ journey to be a more impactful individual. If we work with an organisation, how are we working with them to be a better organisation; whether in education or healthcare? Has our work with our partners in the field, government, students and NGOs been of value to them? In addition, has it made the way their organisations run more reflective and innovative? And ultimately are their products and services more accessible, sustainable and of value to people? These are the questions that we ask ourselves,” says Bonnici.

If we want any kind of social innovation, no single organisation can do that on its own.

Every partner needs to be participating in the economy to bring about social change. Is it a question of how do we bring the resources of our partnerships to the mix to bring about that social change?

LESSONS LEARNT

Making advances in this field and in a business school and the way we view social change and innovation does not come without its own set of challenges or lessons learnt the hard way. As Bonnici recalls, the Bertha Centre has had its fair share of these.

“The first is that you put the Bertha Foundation and its work at the heart of the focus. Our work is funding social justice and radical activists. It is not going to see the results for several years, which is a problem. The second is that we ask ourselves, “How can we be participating in the economy to bring about social change? Is it a question of how do we bring the resources of our partnerships to the mix to bring about that social change?”

As Bonnici says looking ahead, the Bertha Centre’s focus will be on consolidating its gains, digging deeper into the work that it’s been doing. The Bertha Scholar programme will continue to afford people who would ordinarily not attend the business school the opportunity to do so. We’ll be introducing new online courses and are working on case studies to document the incredible impact and innovative talent of organisations in South Africa and on the continent.”

In terms of the GSB Director Associate Professor Mills Soko’s new direction and vision for the GSB, the centre is already working more with Africa partners in Rwanda, Kenya, Mali and Liberia on advancing social innovation. One of its Bertha Scholars, Mhik Shako, recently established Tunxi Labs, a social innovation centre in Kenya (see page 23).

“My focus will be on advancing the systemic impact of social innovation. We need to go beyond individual solutions and how these might work collectively and work to start large systems and markets, and simultaneously look at how these address underpinning root causes of the challenges,” concludes Bonnici.
Why social impact educators should disrupt their own systems

Changing how universities teach social innovation offers unprecedented learning opportunities for students, and the potential to create greater social impact.

BY FRANÇOIS BONNI

In the last decade, business, management, and leadership schools have increased their focus on social impact education. Social entrepreneurship and related courses are most visibly offered in the West, and mostly at institutions that command a homeostasis of privilege, power, wealth, and exclusion. These institutions are taking on the task of teaching adaptive thinking – often focused on an approach to solving global poverty issues – even though they are not necessarily the most adaptive or innovative institutions themselves, and even though most of their students are more often the elite than the underprivileged.

It is hardly surprising, then, that social impact educators are increasingly up against the limitations of their existing systems, which were built in an era of increasing specialisation and to serve the production of knowledge, not its application. The time has come for educators to start changing these systems – to start disrupting and innovating from within.

After all, social innovation requires that we challenge the rules and status quo of power and exclusion, building new products, processes, and models that: a) deliver greater social value, and b) challenge established belief systems, cultures, behaviours, flows of resources, and positions of power. If we are teaching disruptive approaches to our students, why shouldn’t we apply them to how our higher education institutions deliver social impact education?

In South Africa, waves of protests around inequality and social impact education have been rocking the country, and this question has come vividly into the public domain, forcing universities to reflect on their role and responsibilities. At the UCT Graduate School of Business, the Bertha Centre for Social Innovation and Entrepreneurship was established in partnership with the Bertha Foundation, a family foundation explicitly supporting social justice and activism, rooting our ideals and values in using social innovation to realise rights. Thus, we have identified numerous areas in which we can start experimenting and exploring ways to address these challenges, including who participates and where we teach.

WHO IS IN THE CLASSROOM?

As university educators, many of us have grown complacent with the fact that most students pay to be in our classrooms. But if you think about it, this really limits the learning experience. Put a self-selected, relatively homogenous group in a room to talk about solutions to poverty for example (something very few of them have experienced), and the idea that emerges are going to be limited to the highly privileged to begin with. At the Bertha Centre, we have started to experiment with inviting non-paying students, practitioners, and executives – not only as guest speakers, but also as participants – into the room to shake things up and broaden the conversation. This is simple enough to do, and it is often enough to elicit the same creative and often unpredictable – learning emerges. Though some paying students may initially feel their classroom “invaded” in this way, it also gives students an opening to check and challenge their own and each other’s assumptions of privilege.

Social impact educators are increasingly coming up against the limitations of their existing systems, which were built in an era of increasing specialisation and to serve the production of knowledge, not its application.

Social impact educators are increasingly coming up against the limitations of their existing systems, which were built in an era of increasing specialisation and to serve the production of knowledge, not its application.

WHERE IS THE CLASSROOM?

In South Africa, where historical geographic divides prevail, a further interesting question arises about where we locate our classrooms. In general, universities expect that students will travel to the university campus – but poor public transport and long distances separating economically divided communities can present a significant barrier for many people. So what can we do about this?

Massive open online courses (MOOCs) offer an obvious solution to reaching a broader audience, but research shows that the vast majority of people who access MOOCs are privileged and already hold degrees. At the Bertha Centre, we decided to keep the physical classroom in place and – through a partnership with R-Labs, a youth-focused multinational social enterprise headquartered in Cape Town – developed a MOOC that students can access offline. This enables R-Labs trainers to facilitate social innovation courses for citizens in community halls, schools, and homes, in areas that have limited access to technology.

More recently, we have taken the bold step of bringing the classroom out into the world, rather than expecting everyone to come to us. We established a facility in Phakalane Village – in the heart of one of Cape Town’s disadvantaged township communities – with the long-term purpose of getting all students, faculty, and stakeholders to engage and interact with each other beyond the traditional spaces of the university.

As social innovators and educators, we need to better understand the context in which we operate. Innovating our offerings does not have to mean moving the campus; finding other ways to shift the centre of gravity of our institutions can unlock starting new possibilities. We have learned to begin at home. For us, walking the talk means starting as poet David Whyte might say “close in”. We don’t have to travel to the other side of the world to engage with social entrepreneurship. As educators, beginning at home also means understanding ourselves and our own prejudices. As Parker Palmer writes in his book The Courage to Teach: “Authority comes when [we] reclaim [our] identity and integrity…”

TAKING ACTION TO LEARN

Experiments like these are not disruption for the sake of disruption. By challenging who is in the classroom and who teaches as well as where and what we teach, we can introduce students to more than a narrative of social change and some insights from afar. We can help them experience what change feels like by walking the talk. To do this, we must step out of our comfort zones and into the zone of action. We need to take our place as actors in society and break out of the bubble of our discipline, and we must learn from each other’s experiences taking social impact education beyond university walls.

At the Bertha Centre, we foresee opportunities for social innovation and look to be active players in the process of change. Our efforts include the establishment of a marketplace for social impact bonds and social franchising, building new spaces for social innovation on campus, in hospitals, and in Phakalane and designing new partnerships for social impact in health and education sectors.

Walking the talk is a fine line to tread; if we stray too far beyond the bounds of the university, we risk losing our relative neutrality and credibility. But I believe it is a risk worth taking not only because disrupting our own systems offers unprecedented learning opportunities for our students, but because it makes us better educators.

The process of evolving and disrupting our own education systems is not one of a one-off event. We need to embed a reflective practice into our daily operations as we challenge ourselves to continually find better ways of addressing social value. It isn’t enough to teach by simply reflecting what we believe is happening in practice. By adopting and living the philosophy of social innovation, social impact education may be able to make significant gains.

This embodied process, which sheds the idea of social innovation as a discipline and turns it into a verb, could become one of a set of critical approaches for the evolution of universities, and us as educators within them.
Can Africa unlock the potential of investing for impact?

Bertha Centre research shows that investments seeking to combine financial returns with positive social, environmental and/or governance outcomes are flourishing on the African continent – but professional investors still have a long way to go in terms of practice and disclosure.

By STEPHANE GIOMPICARDI AND XOLISA DHLAMINI

Investing for impact (IFI) has become a key focus for many fund managers in Africa. According to the 2016 African Investing for Impact Barometer released in June 2017, just under half of funds surveyed in southern, West and East Africa are now using their assets not only to generate good returns for their clients, but also to achieve outcomes that are good for society at large.

Of 1,924 investment funds surveyed in the study across nine African countries, 44% have been identified as implementing one or more IFI strategies, which amounts to $33.3bn.

This is good news for Africa, a continent that needs billions annually to deliver on the United Nations’ sustainable development goals (SDGs) and the African Union’s Agenda 2063, but with limited domestic resources to meet these huge investment needs.

At a country level, South Africa remains the country in southern Africa with the largest amount of funds and assets dedicated to IFI with Namibia and Zimbabwe following well behind.

It also demonstrates the robustness and vitality of African markets. According to recent research reported in the Stanford Social Innovation Review, Africa has been a top geographic focus for impact investment for the past five years and is only seeing demand for investments outstrips supply of investible enterprises – so there is immense room for growth in this sector.

Now in its fourth year, the African Investing for Impact Barometer seeks to provide a snapshot of the growing IFI market on the continent. It is produced by the Bertha Centre for Social Innovation and Entrepreneurship at the UCT Graduate School of Business and the research team uses publicly available information sourced from fund manager disclosures on their websites, reports and fund-fact sheets to assess the size and the trends within the African investing for impact market.

EXPANDED STUDY ALLOWS FOR REGIONAL COMPARISONS

For the 2016 barometer six additional countries – Tanzania, Uganda, Rwanda, Namibia, Zimbabwe and Ghana – were added to the three surveyed in previous years (Nigeria, Kenya and South Africa). This allowed for a deeper and wider perspective of professional fund managers’ practices across the East, West and southern African regions.

The study showed that southern Africa is home to the majority of IFI investments, with $32.5bn of assets using at least one impact strategy in 2016. Fund managers in East Africa reported $15.4bn of overall assets, and in West Africa another $12.6bn of assets were deploying at least one IFI strategy.

As a country level, South Africa remains the country in southern Africa with the largest amount of funds and assets dedicated to IFI with Namibia and Zimbabwe following well behind.

In East Africa, Kenya dominates Tanzania, Uganda and Rwanda, which have less established financial markets, and in West Africa Nigeria represents the largest IFI assets, well ahead of Ghana. Ghana displays a flourishing fund management industry but it is currently less geared towards IFI than its neighbour.

FIVE TYPES OF INVESTMENT STRATEGY

The barometer analysed two distinct categories of professional fund managers: asset managers, and private equity and venture capital firms. It scored their investments according to five internationally-recognised investment strategies: ESG (environmental, social and governance) integration; investor engagement; screening (positive and negative); sustainability; and impact investing.

ESG integration into investment decisions remains the leading IFI strategy employed across all countries. Investor engagement, where an investor uses their shareholder or bondholder status to promote positive change in a company’s behaviour is the next most implemented strategy while screening, which includes religious and ethical investment practices such as Islamic Finance, remains third.

ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL ISSUES STILL A CHALLENGE

Asset managers, based predominantly in South Africa, are leading the ESG effort. However, they still focus primarily on integrating corporate governance when implementing ESG integration. The systematic integration of environmental and social issues remains a challenge.

Impact investing and sustainability themed investment, which involve investing directly in companies promoting sustainability, remains the two least used IFI strategies in Africa. Fortunately however they are showing growth in the proportion of IFI assets as the study increases its scope of markets surveyed.

They represent $4.4bn amounting to 6% and 8% respectively of the total 2016 IFI assets surveyed, up from 2% and 4% respectively in the 2015 survey. The most popular themes for investments in these categories are agriculture, infrastructure, energy, healthcare, financial services, and investment in SMEs.

In Southern Africa, socio-economic transformation ranks second of the top five themes showing that there is investor commitment to this issue. However, education, water and sanitation, which are considered key to achieving the SDGs, do not feature in the top five in any of the three regions.

The UNDP has identified the development of a strong impact investing sector as an important step in achieving Africa’s development objectives. But while the African investing for impact industry is consolidating its actual impact on key sectors and ultimately on African citizens who are in the greatest need of developmental and impact capital, returns remain unclear.

More needs to be done therefore to qualify how IFI changes lives and why this matters. Transparency and disclosure are key here and while the Bertha Centre research shows that the impact investing industry is doing better in communicating how they invest for impact, a lot of work still needs to be done to record the tangible impact of these investments in practice.

THE IMPORTANCE OF REPORTING

It is critical that this is reported in a transparent way that will convince an external audience of their value and therefore unlock future investment.

A handful of large fund managers with a Pan-African footprint are showing improvement in this regard, implementing and reporting on their investor engagement strategies, although with varying degrees of consistency.

Large asset managers such as Old Mutual, Stanlib and Allan Gray have extensive international footprints across the three regions. Old Mutual is however the only one that discloses IFI strategies at a country-by-country level.

More of the large players must do the same and lead by example in encouraging a culture of transparency in the industry if we are to be able to fully tap into this powerful force to fund much-needed development on the continent. If we don’t, we run the risk of IFI becoming just another buzzword investors pay lip service to but without actually becoming direct drivers of sustainable developmental change.
The lines between social entrepreneurs and activists are blurring as the skillsets of both are needed to try to shift global systems for the better — according to a new report from the World Economic Forum (WEF) and the UCT Graduate School of Business.

The rise of the right across Europe in the past two years is one of a series of global shocks that are shaking the current systems of governance and democracy that underpin our way of life.

In the face of a growing backlash from voters against the political establishment and against a backdrop of rising global inequality, the progressive agenda is stalling — causing some to ask the question: was it progressive enough in the first place?

Social change is slow at the best of times, but increasingly economists, like Thomas Piketty, are warning us that things may be going in the wrong direction. According to data from the Maddison Project, in 1960 people living in the world’s richest country were three times richer than people living in the poorest. By 2000, after neoliberal globalisation had run its course, that figure had jumped to 134 times richer! This is prompting those working in social change — including social entrepreneurs — to question the limitations of their models.

For a time, the rise of social entrepreneurship — the hybridisation of non-profit and for-profit organisations — seemed to herald a new era in tackling poverty and inequality by harnessing the powers of business and business thinking for the service of social good. And indeed, these organisations have made a significant impact in the world. Take for example Jordan Kassalow of VisionSpring, an organisation that has increased the productivity and incomes of more than 3.3 million poor people through the sale of eyeglasses in Asia, Africa and Latin America, with an economic impact estimated at $280 million.

Many such social businesses are reaching countless beneficiaries, but mostly they stop short of challenging the architecture of the systems themselves — the laws, policies, economic and cultural structures — that have caused the problems in the first place. Rather, they exist primarily to try and correct the consequences of failures of these systems.

Without taking away from the extraordinary work these social entrepreneurs do and will continue to do, some are losing patience with this band-aid approach and are looking at ways to go beyond service delivery to influence the underlying beliefs and structures that hold certain truths in place. VisionSpring, by way of example, has moved on to found EYElliance, a coalition of multi-sector public, private, and NGO partners, and stakeholders, a demonstrating:

So, while faith in current systems to solve the big problems may be waning, interest in creating new, more inclusive systems is gaining momentum.

According to the late Donella Meadows, in her pioneering book, *Dying in Systems: A system is an interconnected set of elements that is coherently organized in a way that achieves something*.

This new brand of social entrepreneur wants to influence these interconnected elements — such as policy governments, and global institutions — all while working to find the leverage points to bring about a new way of doing things.

These entrepreneurs often use a language more commonly associated with activists and revolutionaries than business people, and they are the subject of a new report from the World Economic Forum (WEF) and the Bertha Centre for Social Innovation and Entrepreneurship at the UCT Graduate School of Business (GSB) — launched in May 2017.

The report delves deeply into the modus operandi of six for-profit and non-profit social entrepreneurs working across the globe, in the sectors of education, health, consumer rights, land rights, rural development and the informal economy, who share a common approach of setting their sights higher than their own organisations to focus on shifting social systems. The report calls these organisations “systems entrepreneurs” and looks to highlight and share the key lessons learned for how to effectively position an organisation to effect systems change.

While the concept of systems entrepreneurship has been around for a few years now this report is one of the first to put some concrete examples behind it. Penciling out the theory in a way that has immediate and important impact for others working in the space — and those who aspire to do so — the research has been developed into a set of six teaching case studies that will be taught in business schools.

The potential application of systems change is significant. According to Martin Fischer, Co-founder and CEO of X-Knight International, systems change means “fundamentally, and on a large scale, changing the way a majority of relevant players solve a big social challenge such that a critical mass of people affected by that problem substantially benefits.”

South Africa is, of course, ripe for systems change. Issues around widening inequality, free tertiary education and land reform are just some of the systems that are reaching a breaking point. It is clear that if these failing systems are not addressed, they will undermine the democratic transition and put the future of the country and the wellbeing of millions at risk.

The evidence from the WEF report is that to bring about systems change, entrepreneurs and other actors must improve their ability to collaborate and coordinate across sectors. They will also need to work to identify and alter the rules and norms that create barriers to change by exerting positive peer pressure as well as by taking political action where necessary. The latter may include borrowing from the playbook of activists — an unlikely ally of the business sector — such as the ability to dismantle existing power structures and mobilise communities.

The challenge therefore is whether we can bring about systems change that is effective and sustainable. And it is critical that the beneficiaries of their efforts are given the power to steer their own destinies so that they become true partners in driving change.

Systems entrepreneurs must understand that they need to embrace both market dynamics and be prepared to work with and influence governments. And they must make sure that the beneficiaries of their efforts are given the power to steer their own destinies so that they become true partners in driving change. This is more sustainable than the top-down approaches that have been historical practice.

Of course, all this might not be enough to save us from ourselves. As systems theorists teach us, in order to change, sometimes you have to break things apart. There is an element of creative destruction involved in the rise of new ideas, and history is replete with examples of societies that have floundered — or even failed — because they have not had the courage to move forward. Instead, they opt to try to maintain the status quo on or as we have seen in global politics, they retreat into perceived safer territory. But this is not a long-term or sustainable solution as keeping the majority out in the cold only serves as a threat to social stability.

The challenge therefore is whether we can positively transform existing systems into new systems that work for the majority of citizens, rather than against them.

The rise of the right across Europe in the past two years is one of a series of global shocks that are shaking the current systems of governance and democracy that underpin our way of life.

In the face of a growing backlash from voters against the political establishment and against a backdrop of rising global inequality, the progressive agenda is stalling — causing some to ask the question: was it progressive enough in the first place?

Social change is slow at the best of times, but increasingly economists, like Thomas Piketty, are warning us that things may be going in the wrong direction. According to data from the Maddison Project, in 1960 people living in the world’s richest country were three times richer than people living in the poorest. By 2000, after neoliberal globalisation had run its course, that figure had jumped to 134 times richer! This is prompting those working in social change — including social entrepreneurs — to question the limitations of their models.

For a time, the rise of social entrepreneurship — the hybridisation of non-profit and for-profit organisations — seemed to herald a new era in tackling poverty and inequality by harnessing the powers of business and business thinking for the service of social good. And indeed, these organisations have made a significant impact in the world. Take for example Jordan Kassalow of VisionSpring, an organisation that has increased the productivity and incomes of more than 3.3 million poor people through the sale of eyeglasses in Asia, Africa and Latin America, with an economic impact estimated at $280 million.

Many such social businesses are reaching countless beneficiaries, but mostly they stop short of challenging the architecture of the systems themselves — the laws, policies, economic and cultural structures — that have caused the problems in the first place. Rather, they exist primarily to try and correct the consequences of failures of these systems.

Without taking away from the extraordinary work these social entrepreneurs do and will continue to do, some are losing patience with this band-aid approach and are looking at ways to go beyond service delivery to influence the underlying beliefs and structures that hold certain truths in place. VisionSpring, by way of example, has moved on to found EYElliance, a coalition of multi-sector public, private, and NGO partners, and stakeholders, a demonstrating:

So, while faith in current systems to solve the big problems may be waning, interest in creating new, more inclusive systems is gaining momentum.

According to the late Donella Meadows, in her pioneering book, *Dying in Systems: A system is an interconnected set of elements that is coherently organized in a way that achieves something*.

This new brand of social entrepreneur wants to influence these interconnected elements — such as policy governments, and global institutions — all while working to find the leverage points to bring about a new way of doing things.

These entrepreneurs often use a language more commonly associated with activists and revolutionaries than business people, and they are the subject of a new report from the World Economic Forum (WEF) and the Bertha Centre for Social Innovation and Entrepreneurship at the UCT Graduate School of Business (GSB) — launched in May 2017.

The report delves deeply into the modus operandi of six for-profit and non-profit social entrepreneurs working across the globe, in the sectors of education, health, consumer rights, land rights, rural development and the informal economy, who share a common approach of setting their sights higher than their own organisations to focus on shifting social systems. The report calls these organisations “systems entrepreneurs” and looks to highlight and share the key lessons learned for how to effectively position an organisation to effect systems change.

While the concept of systems entrepreneurship has been around for a few years now this report is one of the first to put some concrete examples behind it. Penciling out the theory in a way that has immediate and important impact for others working in the space — and those who aspire to do so — the research has been developed into a set of six teaching case studies that will be taught in business schools.

The potential application of systems change is significant. According to Martin Fischer, Co-founder and CEO of X-Knight International, systems change means “fundamentally, and on a large scale, changing the way a majority of relevant players solve a big social challenge such that a critical mass of people affected by that problem substantially benefits.”

South Africa is, of course, ripe for systems change. Issues around widening inequality, free tertiary education and land reform are just some of the systems that are reaching a breaking point. It is clear that if these failing systems are not addressed, they will undermine the democratic transition and put the future of the country and the wellbeing of millions at risk.

The evidence from the WEF report is that to bring about systems change, entrepreneurs and other actors must improve their ability to collaborate and coordinate across sectors. They will also need to work to identify and alter the rules and norms that create barriers to change by exerting positive peer pressure as well as by taking political action where necessary. The latter may include borrowing from the playbook of activists — an unlikely ally of the business sector — such as the ability to dismantle existing power structures and mobilise communities.

The challenge therefore is whether we can bring about systems change that is effective and sustainable. And it is critical that the beneficiaries of their efforts are given the power to steer their own destinies so that they become true partners in driving change. This is more sustainable than the top-down approaches that have been historical practice.

Of course, all this might not be enough to save us from ourselves. As systems theorists teach us, in order to change, sometimes you have to break things apart. There is an element of creative destruction involved in the rise of new ideas, and history is replete with examples of societies that have floundered — or even failed — because they have not had the courage to move forward. Instead, they opt to try to maintain the status quo on or as we have seen in global politics, they retreat into perceived safer territory. But this is not a long-term or sustainable solution as keeping the majority out in the cold only serves as a threat to social stability.

The challenge therefore is whether we can positively transform existing systems into new systems that work for the majority of citizens, rather than against them.
African healthcare: How mind shifts can move mountains

The journey towards eliminating HIV in Africa by 2030 requires a different approach and the Spark Health partnership between the UCT Graduate School of Business and Johnson & Johnson is modelling just this – proving that significant changes in service delivery can be achieved by changing the way healthcare professionals think about the challenges they face.

The announcement by US President Donald Trump that foreign aid for HIV/AIDS prevention and treatment had been suspended may ring alarming bells for healthcare stakeholders and healthcare professionals worried about the impact on HIV/AIDS care and treatment in Africa, but a small project at the UCT Graduate School of Business (GSB) is showing that it is possible to achieve big impacts with limited resources.

According to UNAIDS, South Africa has the highest prevalence of HIV globally, with 19% of the adult population carrying the virus in 2015. Around 8.8 million people are estimated to live with the virus in South Africa alone. The country spends R232 billion per year on fighting it, but still it has the largest number of HIV/AIDS-infected individuals in the world.

While there has been significant progress made in combating the scourge on the continent, we now find ourselves at a fork in the road. Strategic choices on the way forward will determine how the determined gains against HIV infections or the unraveling of the progress made thus far in other words, similar to a marathon where the last mile is the hardest and thus requires the athlete to dig deeper into his/her inner strength (as opposed to simply leveraging physical strength), the journey towards eliminating HIV by 2030 requires a different approach.

What is called for now is not just more funding or aid – but a new way of thinking. The silo approach to service delivery needs to be transformed into a more integrated one, with shared experiences, and both vertical and horizontal thinking. The silo approach to service delivery needs to be transformed into a more integrated one, with shared experiences, and both vertical and horizontal thinking. The intervention also helped transform simple work groups into well-functioning teams that had a new way of thinking and integrating them into the process.

One of the big advantages of the Spark Health programme is the further co-opting (integration) of other individuals to the programme by participants who have successfully attended the workshop. They then share their new expertise and knowledge with colleagues and other participants to transform them in the same way of thinking and integrating them into the process.

Building relationships and opening channels of communication is vital for innovative solutions and promote teamwork and better communication. The Spark Health programme begins with an intense week-long workshop at the end of which participants leave with an action plan. Thereafter, there is a series of quarterly review meetings and feedback sessions to see how teams are getting on with their plan.

The Spark Health programme is modelling just this – proving that significant changes in service delivery can be achieved by changing the way healthcare professionals think about the challenges they face.
Policy reforms key to unlocking competitiveness in African agriculture

BY MICHAEL MUKABIRA

New reports state that food demand on the African continent will rise by more than 60% by 2050. The continent has the fastest growing population in the world and is expected to increase by about 50% over the next 20 years – equating to nearly half of the expected global population growth for the next 20 years. However, despite having 65% of the world’s arable land, most countries rely on imported food – costing an estimated $50 billion a year.

Pursuing an agricultural productivity agenda is therefore no longer a choice but a must in sub-Saharan Africa. But while some countries advance in global marketplaces – others fail to do so. While conditions differ among African countries, some similarities exist. A new study into the Ugandan sugarcane industry undertaken by the UCT Graduate School of Business (GSB) offers some useful insights into what’s getting in the way and points to a lack of competitiveness as one of the biggest barriers to greater productivity and profits in the agricultural sector.

Although sugarcane is a key cash crop for Uganda and one of its leading industries, the sector could be performing much better – with much greater benefits for producers and families. Although the economy is growing at over 7% a year, the Jumia website report shows that as many as 70% of Ugandans are vulnerable and sometimes fall below the poverty line. In May 2017, Oxford said the rich were getting richer and the poor were getting poorer in Uganda. Although most Ugandans work in agriculture (about 70%), the sector share of the economy is only 23%.

Increasing competitiveness in the sugarcane industry is vital. According to the World Bank, the sugarcane sector is a major driver of economic growth in the country, with over 80% of its workers in the agricultural sector employed in the sugarcane sector. However, the sector is riddled with unjust and unequal governance power sharing between business and communities, and prompt payment of labour. While high-performing companies attribute their competitiveness to internal factors under an entrepreneur’s control, the medium- and low-performing enterprises attribute their low productivity to external environmental factors outside an entrepreneur’s control. Larger companies are more likely to overcome some of these environmental obstacles, but they are particularly destructive for smaller, more entrepreneurial organisations.

The GSB research covers new ground in GVC theory-building by discovering new critical success factors for measuring competitiveness at firm and sector levels. These include the entrepreneurial qualities of the people involved in the business, passion for the business, goodwill between business and communities, and prompt payment of labour. Uganda’s sugarcane sector is no longer a choice but a must in sub-Saharan Africa. But while some countries advance in global marketplaces – others fail to do so. While conditions differ among African countries, some similarities exist. A new study into the Ugandan sugarcane industry undertaken by the UCT Graduate School of Business (GSB) offers some useful insights into what’s getting in the way and points to a lack of competitiveness as one of the biggest barriers to greater productivity and profits in the agricultural sector.

Although sugarcane is a key cash crop for Uganda and one of its leading industries, the sector could be performing much better – with much greater benefits for producers and families. Although the economy is growing at over 7% a year, the Jumia website report shows that as many as 70% of Ugandans are vulnerable and sometimes fall below the poverty line. In May 2017, Oxford said the rich were getting richer and the poor were getting poorer in Uganda. Although most Ugandans work in agriculture (about 70%), the sector share of the economy is only 23%.

Increasing competitiveness in the sugarcane industry is vital. According to the World Bank, the sugarcane sector is a major driver of economic growth in the country, with over 80% of its workers in the agricultural sector employed in the sugarcane sector. However, the sector is riddled with unjust and unequal governance power sharing between business and communities, and prompt payment of labour. While high-performing companies attribute their competitiveness to internal factors under an entrepreneur’s control, the medium- and low-performing enterprises attribute their low productivity to external environmental factors outside an entrepreneur’s control. Larger companies are more likely to overcome some of these environmental obstacles, but they are particularly destructive for smaller, more entrepreneurial organisations.

The major issue holding back Ugandan sugarcane farmers is policy and Industry regulation. The entrepreneurial drive, passion and determination are already there. But for the industry – and the country – to truly become competitive and a world player in the industry it will have to become more equitable and willing to share value with farmers.

The most competitive nations in the world, according to the WEF, are Switzerland and Singapore. Their rankings are based on various factors, including how benefits are spread across the population, equality in opportunities and higher standards of living. The lesson for Africa is clear. Focusing on entrepreneurship is not enough. Becoming more competitive means sharing value, cutting down on exploitation and unjust practices and pursuing more equal partnerships that benefit all along the value chain.

This corresponds with the findings of the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM), which tracks entrepreneurial activity in sub-Saharan Africa. The organisation notes that while entrepreneurial activity is on the rise in several African countries, various factors hinder the survival and growth of small businesses in Africa, with a lack of government support, bureaucracy and lack of financial backing at the top of the list.
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What the textile industry can teach us about moving forward

With so many gloomy stories in South Africa currently, it’s easy to overlook one of the more encouraging success stories: the clothing and textile industry.

By Fatima Hambulay

Earlier in 2017, Minister in the Presidency for Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation, Jeff Radebe, highlighted the textile and clothing industry as one of the sectors where the economy could most effectively be bolstered.

This is something of a miraculous turnaround, particularly in the face of investment downgrades and economic and socio-political instability. The clothing and textile industry was one of the hardest hit by globalisation and increased competition following the opening of South Africa’s borders to global markets post 1994. Facing high import duties and the skyrocketing of illegal imports and cheap textiles from China, Pakistan and elsewhere, coupled with insufficient investment, the industry went into decline.

Fortunately, a number of conscious interventions were implemented that helped to turn things around.

In the Western Cape, government and industry jointly established the Cape Clothing Textile Cluster (CCTC) in 2000, a not-for-profit initiative that believed that struggling participants in the sector needed to pool resources and collaborate as a cluster in order to counter the effects of globalisation. Embedded in the CCTC’s approach was the concept of lean thinking – a business methodology that, simply put, aims to continuously offer more value to customers with fewer resources. It does this by foregrounding learning new behaviours and tools.

According to Professor Norman Faull, founder and director of the Lean Institute Africa, at the core of lean leadership is the necessity of adopting a different way of behaving. It is both a leadership and a management system and it involves learning new behaviours and tools.

At the core of lean leadership is the necessity of adopting a different way of behaving. It is both a leadership and a management system and it involves learning new behaviours and tools.

One company that exemplifies the turnaround is K-Way, a leading outdoor apparel brand. Part of the Cape Union Mart Group, K-Way’s dramatic about-turn over the past 12 years is the subject of a recent award-winning case study “The Evolution of Lean Thinking at K-Way,” from the UCT Graduate School of Business adapted from a thesis by MBA student Himanshu Vaidhani.

In 2004, K-Way was operating at a loss and on the verge of shutting down. General Manager Bobby Fairlamb was hired and given the task of turning the business around in two years – a tall order by any standard. He embraced the challenges head-on and the ensuing story makes for gripping reading.

K-Way benefited from the collaboration and support provided by both the CCTC and the CTCP. The latter provided funding and training in lean thinking that enabled K-Way to buy the best machinery available and double the scale of its production while improving quality. Later the organisation also benefited from an injection of enthusiasm and expertise from lean-think consultant Herlecia Stevens.

Fairlamb and his team, notably Beverley Williams, who became the Production Manager in 2009, started by using lean principles to identify and implement changes to achieve better results in the factory – notably improving production efficiency and on-time delivery. After some initial success there they turned their attention to the much more difficult task of shifting organisational culture.

They engaged deeply with the mostly unseen, or what lean thinking calls “under the water” elements, like leadership, employee behaviour and engagement. People started to become more engaged in their work and supervisors saw an increased ownership of the process. Absenteeism fell along with rework and reject rates. Fairlamb attributed all this to the morale of the people: “It’s clear to me now – if morale is up – all the KPIs are up. If morale and engagement are down, you are always on the back foot. This is why we could make the eventual strides we did.”

According to Ebrahim Patel, local manufacturing industry sales in clothing, textiles, footwear and leather increased from about R11.8 billion in 2010 to over R25.4 billion in 2015 – an increase of almost 130% over five years. By contrast, they decreased by 6% in the former five years from 2005 to 2010.
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Micah Shako, founder and CEO of Tsavo Innovation Labs based in Nairobi, Kenya, feels he was always destined to work in social innovation. “People tell me I have my mother’s heart,” he says. “By that, they mean I have always wanted to solve problems for others, and that has led me to where I am now.” He speaks fondly of his childhood in Kenya and says, “My mother gave so much of herself, in terms of her time and her resources, to helping our extended family and community. At one stage, we had 17 people living in our house! No wonder I’ve always been very community-minded!”

After completing his BSc in Computer Science at the University of Nairobi, Shako moved into the corporate world and built a career in ICT infrastructure management. He spent three years at Santian Bank, managing initiatives across Kenya, Ghana, Zambia, Mauritius and South Africa. In 2011 he joined General Electric - Africa, as the Regional Infrastructure Manager. In his corporate career Shako took most pride in the work “which had an impact on lives by improving products or services people depend upon”.

But he felt he had more to contribute. “2014 was a turning point for me,” Shako says. He founded Tsavo Innovation Labs, which initially worked with communities to solve problems through developing mobile apps. Then in 2015 he completed his GSB MBA, on a scholarship from the Bertha Centre for Social Innovation and Entrepreneurship, which set him on a whole new trajectory.

“I cannot thank the Bertha Centre enough for funding my studies. The centre was very influential in how Tsavo Innovation Labs has evolved. I learned how to run a social innovation centre and I brought what I learned, particularly human-centred design and design thinking, back to Kenya. It was incredible to meet other Bertha scholars at the GSB, Africans who want to contribute to the transformation of their continent, and to have the freedom to look at the world differently and speak openly around the change that we want.

It was incredible to meet other Bertha Scholars at the GSB, Africans who want to contribute to the transformation of their continent, and to have the freedom to look at the world differently and speak openly around the change that we want.

Today, Tsavo Innovation Labs is a centre of social innovation and entrepreneurship which focuses on agriculture, healthcare and education. It aims to reduce poverty marginalisation and the loss of human dignity and to contribute to the systemic social transformation of East Africa.

The Lab’s services include incubation, research, project design and management, capacity development, and consulting. It supports social entrepreneurs with services and networks to help them build and operate sustainable businesses.

“We run several social entrepreneurship and leadership academics to build the emerging leaders that East Africa needs,” says Shako. The Lab also builds partnerships with academic and government institutions and has recently formalized an agreement with the Tanzanian Commission of Science, Technology and Innovation.

One of the achievements Shako is particularly proud of is the success of the ‘Taviran’ – the ventures which the Lab incubates – named after the gemstones found in the Tsavo region of Kenya. “We measure our success on how these ventures have matured, how much impact they have made. We also measure our evolution in terms of our influence, how many partnerships have we built across the region that help us push our agenda.”

Support from the GSB and the Bertha Centre continues. “The Bertha Centre and the GSB have been amazing in helping us build partnerships, continentally and globally. They refer any opportunities they think will benefit from, they have added value, recommended us and at one exposure. Shako also extends special thanks to Dr François Borrero, Director of the Bertha Centre. “I have never met a more humble person, who is so committed to the work he is doing. He is one of our advisors, and I really look up to him.”

Looking back on his MBA, Shako laughs when he remembers the leadership course with Kurt April. “I hated that assignment at the time! There was a lot of introspection which is hard for someone like myself from a technical background. I used to look at every problem as something that can be broken down and fixed. That leadership course really transformed me and has made a difference to how I run Tsavo Innovation Labs.”

Personal insight, he says, brings a broader perspective. For instance, Shako’s parents came from different communities within Kenya, which he feels imbued him with a different outlook on society, inspiring him to bridge the gaps. And his enduring hope for the future generation is that “they will not know lines between communities, they will look at the world and think we are all the same”.

Micah Shako, founder and CEO of Tsavo Innovation Labs, in Nairobi, Kenya, and a Bertha Scholar and MBA alumnus, is working toward the systemic social transformation of East Africa – nothing less – and he credits the skills he learned at the GSB for helping him on this epic journey.
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